ENERGY WISE
for your Home

ELECTRIC VEHICLE
TIME-OF-DAY (TOD) PROGRAM
Connexus Energy supports the growing electric vehicle (EV) market and wants to
work with members who purchase an electric vehicle to make sure you get the most
affordable rate to meet your charging needs.
Two categories of electric vehicles are eligible: plug-in electric vehicles (PEV) and plugin hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV). Hybrid electric vehicles (i.e. Toyota Prius) do not qualify.

FREE Wind Energy
When you participate in
the TOD electric vehicle
program, we’ll upgrade
the energy it uses to
100% wind power.

Hours of Rate Availability
Connexus Energy’s time-of-day rate offers members the most hours of charging in a
week, while still providing an electric rate at almost half-off the normal residential rate.
The least expensive rate is available 50% of the time.
This option requires the installation of a separate sub-metered circuit. You can choose
this rate for your whole house or for your electric vehicle only.

(Details on back.)

Time-of-Day Rate

Cost per kWh to charge an EV on Connexus Energy’s Time-of-Day rate.
Additional cost for taxes and the Power Cost Adjustment (PCA) applies.
Energy Charge

Time

Day

Month

Off-Peak Period* (50%)

7.3¢/kWh

8 p.m. - 8 a.m

All Days All Year

Intermediate Period* (38%)

10.8¢/kWh
		

8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

M-F
All Year
Sat/Sun All Year

Peak Period Winter* (8%)

34.5¢/kWh

4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

M-F

Oct. - May

Peak Period Summer* (4%)

45.5¢/kWh

4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

M-F

June - Sept.

*Percent of hours during year
There are no peak periods on weekends or the following holidays: New Years Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day,
Labor Day, Thanksgiving, and Christmas Day.

$500 Rebate Available
Install a Level 2 EV charger and get a $500 rebate. Rebate forms available online at
connexusenergy.com.

HOW TO SIGN-UP

1. Enroll in the program online at connexusenergy.com or call Member Services at
763.323.2650.
2. Contact Connexus Energy to schedule a date and time to pickup the required
metering equipment.
3. Have a state electrical inspection completed within 30 days of metering
equipment installation.
4. Contact Connexus Energy at 763.323.2650 for final inspection. TOD rates and
wind energy enrollment will not apply until final inspection is complete.
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Power your EV with 100% Wind Energy
We’re taking a bold step – doing something no energy provider has ever done. Along with our power supplier, Great
River Energy, we’re powering your electric vehicle with 100% wind energy, for the lifetime of that vehicle, at no extra
cost. You’ll still have to pay for the energy you use, but you’ll be able to do so knowing that when you go electric, you’ll
always be going green.
How do you know you’ll be getting 100% wind energy?
Energy comes from all kinds of sources; wind, natural gas, coal, and so on. Once it hits the power grid, there’s no
way of telling where it came from. However, when renewable energy is added to the mix, a renewable energy credit
(REC) is created that embodies all of the environmental benefits of that energy. When you enroll in the TOD rate, we’ll
dedicate wind energy RECs on your behalf, completely offsetting that energy used to power your electric vehicle. A
certificate of wind energy will be mailed to you within 6-8 weeks after enrollment.

Charging Locations
In addition to the charging stations located at Connexus Energy, PlugShare (www.plugshare.com) can help you
locate a charging station wherever you go.

connexusenergy.com

•

763.323.2650

